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INTRODUCTION 

Soul of Nations is a 501(c)3 for-purpose organization that uplifts Indigenous youth and communities through 
engagement in the arts, encouraging academic excellence, and inspiring business creativity. Established in 2015, 
Soul of Nations exists to inspire Native American youth to pursue and achieve their goals. Over the past three years, 
Soul of Nations has partnered with the Smithsonian Institution National Museum of the American Indian and the 
United States Senate to facilitate programs and exhibitions for Native American artists. This year, Soul of Nations 
opened its first international Indigenous contemporary art gallery in Italy called Soul Center for the Arts.  

Soul of Nations stresses the importance of education and provides Tribal youth with a platform for free expression 
with programs and initiatives that reach more than 2,500 Native American youth annually. Through these efforts, the 
organization is working toward creating a powerful network of talented and multifaceted young leaders and 
addressing major issues that Native communities face on Indian reservations such as lack of resources and high 
suicide rates. 

Soul of Nations is excited to further expand the art engagement facet of our mission through the Indigenous 
International: Green Architecture Project (GAP). Indigenous International is the umbrella program created through 
Soul of Nations’ Indigenous Arts Expansion Initiative which is aimed to help connect Native American youth with 
boundary-pushing cultural and artistic experiences around the world. Through the Green Architecture Project, young 
Native American female student artists from the Pueblo region of New Mexico will travel to Kigali, Rwanda to connect 
with young Rwandese female student artists living in Kigali through a cultural exchange that results in one 
collaborative art exhibition.  



PROBLEM STATEMENT 

Traditional forms of Indigenous and African architecture have often been misrepresented in mainstream media and 
academia.  The majority of Native Americans and African's reside in rural areas, building and living in structures 
constructed with materials that have been obtained locally. These structures were created through the use of 
architectural techniques that have been utilized for generations. Unfortunately, a myth exists that Native American 
and African vernacular architecture is substandard, temporary, or for the poor. Indigenous communities from North 
America and African communities from Rwanda are continuously striving for environmental stability. However, these 
communities are often met with natural and governmental challenges that have threatened the traditional value of 
vernacular and cultural practices for residential styles of architecture.  

PROGRAM OBJECTIVES 

The Indigenous International: Green Architecture Project (GAP) will administer one in-person exchange for three 
Native American young women and ten Rwandese young women in July 2020 for the output of a public exhibition 
that will last for four months in Kigali , Rwanda. 
  
All participants will be between the ages of 18-30 and must attend an art college or university. The young women 
will explore the culture, history, politics, and contemporary experience of Indigenous communities in America and 
African communities in Rwanda. This exploration will help the young women to conceptualize how their cultures 
intersect within the framework of a number of issues pertaining to the access to affordable housing, urban planning, 
environmental policy, and traditional architectural representation in the popular imagination. The understanding of 
this phenomenon will be actualized through the collaborative art exhibition that will be open for four months in 
Kigali. 

The overarching objectives of the Green Architecture Project include:  

- Empowering marginalized youth and communities via creative and artistic expression 
- Further the understanding of Native American heritage and that of Rwandans  
- Create an environment conducive to effective collaboration 
- Engaging in dialogue to gain a clearer understanding on what freedom and environmental stability looks like 

entails while examining current setbacks 
- Utilizing culture as a vehicle to expand discourse 
- Creating and strengthening a female network among the participants  
- Examining historic challenges through a contemporary frame 
- Encouraging personal growth and social awareness on a global scale 

.  



PROJECT DESCRIPTION 

Indigenous International is the umbrella program created through Soul of Nations’ Indigenous Arts Expansion Initiative 
which is aimed to help connect Native American youth with boundary-pushing cultural and artistic experiences around 
the world. Green Architecture Project presents the opportunity for three young Native American female student artists 
from the Pueblo region of New Mexico to connect with three young Rwandese female student artists living in Kigali 
through a ten-day cultural exchange in Kigali that will result in one collaborative art exhibition to be open to the public 
for four months. 

Three Native American young women and ten Rwandese young women participants ages 18-30 will be selected to 
collaborate on two architecture exhibitions for the public display of proposals, elements of work that exemplifies 
essential qualities of architecture which include the modulation, richness and materiality of surface; the orchestration 
and sequencing of movement, revealing the embodied power and beauty of contemporary vernacular architecture that 
is sourced from traditional techniques of Native American and Rwandan culture. Furthermore, we hope to establish a 
safe space built on the common ground amongst the participants that will facilitate open an honest exchange and 
strengthen the bonds between individual participants. 

When thinking broadly of architecture, the masterpieces of the past inevitably come to mind; buildings constructed to 
withstand the passage of time, that have found an ally in age, cementing themselves in the history of humanity. 
According to aesthetic and practical architectural standards of urban society, traditional housing structures of Native 
American nations, in the southwestern region of the United States of America, utilize similar construction techniques of 
the Rwandese when analyzing wigwam nomadic housing structures from the Pueblos alongside African daub housing 
structures. 

Many of Native Americans and Rwandans reside in rural areas where buildings and living in structures are constructed 
with materials that have been obtained locally and are considered “green.” These structures were created through the 
use of architectural techniques that have been utilized for generations. Over the past decade, Rwandans have 
undertaken a massive development journey through the integration of green growth and climate resilience strategies. 
Traditional architecture in Rwanda is often considered “green," due to lack of financial resources for value-added 
products that are common in industrial country architecture. However, vernacular and green-based aesthetics do not 
negate sustainability or beauty.  

With the theme of “environmental stability”, the Green Architecture Project is an exploration that will help young 
Indigenous and African artists to conceptualize how their cultures and heritages intersect within the framework of a 
number of issues pertaining to the access of housing, urban planning, environmental policy, and traditional 
architectural representation in the popular imagination. Three of the ten Native American participants will travel to 
Kigali, Rwanda from Friday, July 17, 2020 - Sunday, July 26, 2020, to connect with ten Rwandese student artists for a 
cultural exchange that will result in a four-month collaborative contemporary art exhibition which focuses on green 
architecture as a progressive means for environmental protection and the enrichment of cultural heritage. This 
exhibition will last from Saturday, July 25, 2020 - Saturday, October 31, 2020. The Green Architecture Project will be 
facilitated in partnership with the Institute of American Indian Arts and local Universities and art schools in Kigali. During 
the exchange, the participants will engage in workshops led by mentoring artists, architects, and educators working in 
the community. 

By connecting Native American communities with Rwandese communities for a culturally artistic exchange, participants 
will be presented with creative time and space to discuss and depict their viewpoints on Pan-Indigenous contemporary 
society and work towards gaining a better sense of international environmental stability through architectural and 
artistic prisms.  

THEME: environmental stability 
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Exploring Displacement and Colonization 
Through Cultural Exchange

“This piece is not for you. This is an unapologetic grasp for identity.”

So begins a new multimedia artistic work born out of an international exchange 
program called Digital Natives, which brought together a group of young Native 
American artists and those from African migrant communities in Belgium.

Last month, the eight artists gathered on a Native American reservation in New 
Mexico where, through workshops with artist-mentors, they explored how their 
displacement affects their cultures and identities. Those workshops culminated in the 
creative work titled Feeling Everything All at Once, which expresses their 
multiculturalism as well as the generational trauma they’ve inherited from their 
ancestors who were colonized and forced from their homes.

“We didn’t want to make a video that was talking about the past the whole time,” 
says Oriana Mangala Ikomo Wanga, a 21-year-old musician. Her parents came to 
Belgium from the country’s former colony, now the Democratic Republic of Congo, 

http://www.soulofnations.org/digital-natives-new/
http://www.soulofnations.org/digital-natives-new/


“We didn’t want to make a video that was talking about the past the whole time,” 
says Oriana Mangala Ikomo Wanga, a 21-year-old musician. Her parents came to 
Belgium from the country’s former colony, now the Democratic Republic of Congo, 
where they experienced traumas of which they still cannot speak. Ikomo Wanga 
believes it’s important for her generation to talk about those traumas, but she says, 
“We really wanted to make something contemporary that talks about how we feel 
now.”

Digital Natives is part of Communities Connecting Heritage (CCH), a program 
sponsored by the U.S. Department of State with funding provided by the U.S. 
government and administered by World Learning. CCH engages underserved 
communities, empowers youth, and builds global partnerships through exchange 
projects exploring cultural heritage topics. Participating organizations and 
individuals partner up and submit proposals; selected partnerships receive funding 
and undergo a World Learning training course designed to help them manage the 
exchange.

For this exchange, CCH brought together Soul of Nations, an organization 
established to uplift displaced Indigenous communities throughout the Americas, 
and BOZAR, a distinguished international cultural center based in Brussels, 
Belgium. The organizations recruited Native American participants from the Institute 
of American Indian Arts (IAIA) in Santa Fe, New Mexico, and young people from 
African migrant communities in Brussels.

“It’s important to connect minority communities with other minority communities or 
Indigenous communities because they’re undervalued, underheard, and 
underserved,” says Soul of Nations Executive Director Ernest Hill. “[This exchange 
is] an alliance built on peace and unity.”

Source: Medium 

https://www.worldlearning.org/program/communities-connecting-heritage/
https://www.worldlearning.org/
http://www.soulofnations.org/
https://www.bozar.be/en
https://iaia.edu/
https://iaia.edu/
https://www.worldlearning.org/program/communities-connecting-heritage/
https://www.worldlearning.org/
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